Pennies In Action Fund Hosts 8th Annual 'Showers of Hope' Event To Aid Penn Cancer Vaccine Trials

VIP guests from art, broadcasting, business, medicine, music, and sports to attend fete to benefit immunotherapy cancer vaccine research of Dr. Brian J. Czerniecki, MD, PhD, of University of Pennsylvania

WHAT/WHO: Theresa and Paul Murtagh will again host 'Showers of Hope' at their beautiful home in Media, PA to raise awareness and funds for breast cancer vaccine research. Cocktails and a dinner buffet will be served and there will also be a silent and live auction. VIP guests will include members of Danny and the Juniors recording artists of “At The Hop” and “Rock ‘N’ Roll Is Here To Stay”, The Rip Chords recording artists of "Hey Little Cobra", Comcast TV DJ Corky Warren, Bobby Eli Grammy Award winning musician, arranger, composer and record producer, The Tymes, The Majors, American Bandstand dancer Bonnie Nadley, Mike Walter news anchor of CCTV America and Host of the CCTV show Full Frame ABC news reporter Dann Cuellar, radio personality, Pearl Giordano, soccer player Randy Garber, Olympic ice dance champion Natalia Linichuck, two time Stanley Cup winners, Dave Schultz and Jimmy Watson, The Four Aces singer Joe Giglio, champion ice skater and coach Uschi Keszler and others. Emcee for the evening will be sports broadcaster Lou Tilley. The event will include an update on clinical trial results for breast cancer vaccine research featuring Brian J Czerniecki, Rhoads Harrington professor of clinical oncology and co director of the Rena Rowan Breast Center, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.

WHERE /WHEN: The Home Of Theresa and Paul Murtagh 178 Dam View Road, Media, PA Friday, April 24, 2015 at 6 PM

ADMISSION/ DONATION: $100.00 ($25 tax deductible); after April 20 and at the door $120.00 ($45 tax deductible). For tickets go to the Pennies In Action Website, call (610) 909-0428 or Email ukeszler@penniesinaction.org.

Pennies in Action® was founded in 2007 by Uschi Keszler - Olympic athlete, Olympic coach, and double cancer survivor. Having survived and seen the conquering of tuberculosis in her youth, and now as a survivor of both breast and uterine cancer, Uschi is determined to see cancer beaten in her lifetime too. Pennies in Action’s current project is to raise funds to benefit the breast cancer vaccine research of Dr. Brian Czerniecki of the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. His research is cutting edge, and they believe strongly in his vision. Their goal is to raise $6,000,000 to help fund the clinical trials of the vaccine. Thus far, $1,000,000 has been given Penn cancer research.

Dr. Czerniecki is a highly recognized and respected oncological surgeon and researcher, who specializes in the least invasive means to treat breast and other cancers while teaching the patients’ own immune systems to prevent recurrence. He has had positive results in the first and second trials of his vaccine. The goal is to make certain he has the funds he needs for the next steps in his research.

For more info see http://www.penniesinaction.org/ Call (610) 909-0428 or email ukeszler@penniesinaction.org